
FIND OUT HOW MICROSOFT 365 AND COMPUTACENTER CAN HELP YOUR BUSINESS ACHIEVE ITS DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION GOALS. 
CLICK HERE TO DOWNLOAD THE ‘COMPETING IN THE CLOUD’ WHITEPAPER TODAY.

A more connected and 
engaged workforce at all levels 

of the business, from field offices and 
shop floors to hotels and headquarters.

Empower users to select the location and device that’s best for the task 
at hand, whether it’s a smartphone, Surface or laptop at work, at home 
or on the move. Deliver outcomes rather than simply ‘put in the hours’. 
Collaborate, share and communicate across platforms and locations. 

Computacenter can help to drive adoption 
of tools and devices and identify areas 

where they are most needed to improve 
the way your organisation works.

NO MORE 9–5

Our experts ensure your business derives the 
greatest value from technology and tools that 
match the organisation’s processes and plans. 

Work and collaborate in more natural ways with modern software 
and devices to enhance productivity and unleash creativity. 

Access information, create, share, collaborate and communicate on any device at 
any time. Benefit from familiar tools and natural interfaces, whether you type, 
touch or use Surface Pen. Reduce limitations and work from any location.

SURFACE & 
MICROSOFT 365: 
MODERN TOOLS FOR 
MODERN BUSINESS

Computacenter ensures your infrastructure 
continues to operate at its best without getting 
in the way of what’s important: the success 
and growth of your business. 

Ongoing protection wherever your information resides 
and not simply within the confines of your network.
Protect data, whether it’s on a mobile device in a remote location or on a laptop in 
the office. Experience security that doesn’t obstruct the course of day-to-day 
business. Enable IT teams to dedicate more time to innovation and improvement.

PEACE OF MIND 
IN THE CLOUD

MICROSOFT 365

Our experts help you to identify the data 
available to you and explore ways in which 

it can help you to achieve your goals and 
enhance your overall experience. 

Make information work for your business 
rather than the other way around.

Bring previously hidden or inaccessible data to life. Organise, 
manage and monetise data by unlocking insight and identifying 

new opportunities. Harness information to make better business 
decisions, predict disruption and enhance efficiency.

DO MORE
WITH DATA

https://www.computacenter.com/docs/librariesprovider8/brochures/o365_better_business_outcomes.pdf

